PYROS with electrical cabinet module

TRAINING ACCESSORIES
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL LEADER
FLAME GENERATORS

FOR CUSTOMISING AND VARYING YOUR TRAINING SESSIONS
To familiarise students with all fire extinguishing situations, LEADER offers modules
for all of its flame generators capable of simulating specific situations: computer
screen fire, rubbish bin fire, deep fryer fire, electrical cabinet fire, aerosol explosion,
electric motor fire and oil explosion.
These training modules give trainees the chance to practice:
uu recognising the type of fire (class A, B, C, D or F fires)
uu selecting the appropriate extinguisher
(water spray, water plus additive, powder, CO2 or foam)
uu using the right technique to put the fire out
(spraying the extinguishing agent onto the fire, covering the fire with a wet cloth, etc.)
SETUP

Module

Adaptor

Fire pan
AEROS with flat computer screen module
As part of our policy of constant research to improve our products, we reserve the right to modify our products’ technical characteristics at any time
without notice. Images not contractual.
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ADAPTORS

Necessary for installing the training modules - Warranty: 1 year

Adaptor for GF42 and AEROS 2

Adaptor for PYROS 3

Ref : V90.80.074

Ref : V90.80.077

H: 27.5 cm / L: 71 cm / D: 61.5 cm / Weight: 8 kg

H: 29 cm / L: 73 cm / D: 45 cm / Weight: 9 kg

TRAINING MODULES

compatible with adaptors for the LEADER GF42, AEROS 2 and PYROS 3 pans - Warranty: 1 year

Flat computer screen

Bin

Chip pan fire

Ref: V90.80.071

Ref: V90.80.062

Ref : V90.80.070

H: 38 cm / L: 46.5 cm / D: 8.5 cm (base: 14.5 cm) /
Weight: 4.6 kg

Fits onto the flat computer screen module
(Ref. V90.80.071).
H: 35.5 cm / L: 39.5 cm / D: 18 cm / Weight: 2.9 kg

Mounts on top of the flat computer screen (Code
V90.80.071) and the bin (Code V90.80.062).
H: 14 cm / L: 39.5 cm / D: 26 cm / Weight: 1.4 kg

Electrical cabinet
Ref: V90.80.075
1 Door with removable key which mounts on the flat
computer screen module (Code V90.80.071).
H: 38 cm / L: 46.5 cm / D: 11 cm (base: 14.5 cm)
Weight: 6.5 kg

AEROS with aerosol explosion module

Electric motor

Aerosol explosion

Oil explosion

Ref : V90.80.063

Module - Ref : V90.80.072
Aerosol can - Ref : V90.80.079

Ref : V90.80.073

H: 35.5 cm / L: 32.5 cm / D: 56 cm / Weight: 6.8 kg

Module for use with 0.04 Gallon LEADER aerosol can only.
H: 8.9 inch / L: 10.2 inch / D: 7.9 inch / Weight: 15.2 lbs

For use with vegetable oil only.
H: 45 cm / L: 26 cm / D: 30 cm / Weight: 2.8 kg
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